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In the production of larvae ft-om the eggs of insects, we see very much thesame rektion between heat and the vital force as in the case of plants for herate of development is in the direct ratio of the heat supplied, and Ihe fina
transformation may be accelerated or retarded at pleasure, within certain irnft^by regulating t^e amount ofheat which they receive ; but i; every case-in eZ ofhesameinsect-the same amount of heat is required, and must be supplSto
effect the same transformation.*

U rLT'f'^
""^'""^ '" ^^' P*"*^ '^ S^^*^""" '» warm-blooded animals^no doubt due in great part to the regularity of temperature that they are ca-paWe of sustaining under nearly all circumstances, and which is necessa^ to thecontinuan^ of their vitality, and I would be inclined to think (though I cannotanywhere find It so stated) that the temperature of warm-blooded animals de-

creases as age comes on from the single fact (if it be a fact) that the periodof gestation is prolonged in accordance with the advance of age
Besides the influence exercised by light in the decomposition of carbonic acidand ammonia m contact with the green leaves of plants, there is no doubt that

It IS a force which IS extensively used in the process of development, that in
somecases at least, it determines the manner and direction of growth in a
very remarkable degree A very curious example of this kind is furnished bythe experiments of Mirbel upon thegemm* o{ Afarchantia poIymorj>Ju,. Hefound after thoroughly testing the matter, by repeated trials, that during the
development of these little discs, stomata are formed upon the side exposed to the
light, while root fibres grew from the under surface; and it is a matter of indif-
ftrence which side of the disc is at first turned upwards, since each has thepower of developing stomata or roots according to the influence it receives.t

This division of my subject might be almost indefinitely extended, but I have
not attempted to do more than notice some of the more salient poinL belonging
to It, which IS all my space will admit of.

^

Higher in the scale of organization there are to be found such facts as the
influence of light m the development of tadpoles into frogs ;-multitudes of the
like instances will present themselves to the mind of every one

Finally to test a theory we examine it in all its ramifications, and if it befound to be absolutely opposed to fact in any one case it cannot stand. So ifany physical or vital force, however inconsiderable in amount, can be shown to

5" ^'f'!!!;? ?' "^^""^ '""'^ **^°''*'^' «« ^« «^««^« >ts operations, which
do not proceed from some antecedent physical or vital force, such theoW canno longer be entitled to belief or consideration. But if, on the other hand, there
are vital forces of which we do not know the antecedent force, or that thei haveany except from analogy, it is the business of the holders of this view to en-
deavour to clear up, and show the connection between such forces and their cor-

IhfZ'tw" '° ' Tt' '' •" '^' '"'"^°'" '"'^^' 0' »o «l>ow, if such bethe case, that none exist, and so destroy a false hypothesis.
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